
“Studies show that those who cover 25 percent (or more) of their daily caloric intake from 

sugar doubl their chances of dying from cardiovascular disease. “I am looking for wise 

scientists, cake makers to prevent COVID-19 and mutations. 

 

You are a wise scientist, if you had helped Semmelweis Ignatius, we need you now. We need you 

to make cakes, start with biscuit manufacturers who want to help prevent COVID-19 and 

mutations. Sugar causes 11 diseases and comes under stress. Sugar alone can destroy a person's 

immune system. America. According to NHCS USA, 141 million tons of cakes were sold in 2011 

and - 115 million tonnes of meat.141 million t sugar cakes have an average sugar volume of 11% 

= 15.51 million t sugar.USA1988 year 6.2 million diabetes WAS NOT COVID 2019 year 33.3 

million diabetes. COST $330 billion. COVID IS DESTROYING. 

There are cakes that strengthen our immune system, protect ourselves, prevent the spread of 

the virus. This snap is suitable for this: Nº WO 1995016355 A1 "In pasta made with sugar and 

baking, sugars are replaced by milk proteins." We need to act immediately, protect ourselves 

from viruses. There's 37 years of work behind the snaps. It is not allowed to be manufactured in 

Hungary. Sugar is big business, now it has brought in lots and lots of money with vaccines used 

against COVID-19.  

I am not against sugar production, I do not want jobs to be lost. Sugar can also be used to make 

biogasozine, an environmentally friendly battery, hydrogen and electricity. The costs of using 

sugar to cure diseases could be used to build sugar conversion plants. 

The sugar industry is booming, the benefits of the dairy industry are declining, many by-

products are not sold at a good price. Sugar is poison, if we use milk protein instead of sugar, we 

can save lives. Semmelweis used chlorine to fight sepsis, here we use milk protein instead of 

sugar. 

 


